
Hi all,
Greetings
from NITCO!

We are at the halfway
mark, and 2021 is
only getting better.
We hope that all of
you are vaccinated,
safe and healthy. 

Let’s dive into all the exciting things that the NITCO family
has been upto this month.

Our family just got
bigger: Dealer Edition

The atmosphere is festive owing
to the recent growth in our 1500+
dealers-strong network.
Shri Gopal Garg joins us as a
showroom partner in Gurgaon.

Here’s to reaching even greater
heights in the coming future.heights in the coming future.

Our Insta family just
got bigger:
The Online Edition

We are thrilled to announce that
our #InstaFamily stands at
5,000 members and counting.
Turning ideas into beautiful
spaces would not have been
possible without your support.

A high-5,000 to all of you!A high-5,000 to all of you!

NITCO Blog - where we inform, inspire and
draw you inside the world of interior design

Check out www.nitco.in/blog and tap into the wealth of ideas and expertise.
Happy designing!

A home is much more than just a 
living space; it is a repository of our 
hopes and ambitions.  

We invest a lot of time, energy and We invest a lot of time, energy and 
resources into meticulously designing 
our houses, forever on the lookout 
for the perfect style. What if there 
was a place that displayed styling 
tips, lookbooks and trends? Welcome 
to the NITCO Blog.

Our blogs broadly include tile design 
ideas, tile trends, tile tips, everything 
marble and more information on the 
products and services we have on offer. 
This is a great way to stay updated with 
the latest news in the designing world, 
exciting product launches and lookbooks 
that match the current season’s trends.that match the current season’s trends.

Tap. Tile. Switch with
NITCO Visualiser

Now, envision your home as a 
masterpiece, from the comfort of your 
home. The NITCO Visualiser lets you 
choose from our extensive collection of 
tiles, marble and mosaics. Add finishing 
touches and watch your dream space 
unveil on screen. Try, try and try again 
with the NITCO Visualiser until you’re with the NITCO Visualiser until you’re 
happy with your choice of tiles and 
marble!

Two years, countless experiments and a plethora of research went into building the world's 
largest temple that opened its doors in 2020. The magnificent blue tiles on the temple dome 
were designed by NITCO exclusively for ISKCON, Mayapur. 

We worked with ISKCON’s Temple of the Vedic Planetarium (TOVP) team for 2 years to meet 
all the quality standards and develop blue tiles for the temple dome using our world class 
technology and R&D expertise.

NITCO takes pride and congratulates all the engineers and workers who helped make
this a reality and thanks the entire TOVP team for choosing us as a worthy
partner to make the roof for the Supreme.

“The tiles had to pass the most stringent 
test norms to be suitable for exterior 
application of the second largest dome in 
the world, by being apt to handle all 
external climatic conditions (Mayapur 
the heart of the ISKCON movement is 
located within close proximity to the river 
and sea and prone to heavy winds, rain and sea and prone to heavy winds, rain 
and summer heat).”

“The tiles were tested in the best 
European labs for their longevity. The 
technical expertise of NITCO, our 
material, process knowledge and 
expertise in manufacturing made this 
possible. To not have a shade variation 
was a tough ask by the TOVP team, but 
it was a task full of passion and pride it was a task full of passion and pride 
for NITCO to support.”

Photo Credits: https://www.tovp360.org/

This time last year:
ISKCON’s Temple of the Vedic Planetarium

Elevate your homes with marvellous designs, premium quality and superior 
craftsmanship from the land of art with NITCO’s Made in Italy tiles.  

The NITCO Made in Italy Collection is one of its kind, available in large sizes of 8x4 ft 
in 6mm thickness, and the only tiles in India suitable for heavy-duty areas like 
shopping malls, airports etc.

Globally certified as COVID-19 sanitization resistant, these tiles have the highest 
durability and unique Italian designs that captivate all the senses.

The 3 new XL designs in the Made In Italy Collection are available in interesting The 3 new XL designs in the Made In Italy Collection are available in interesting 
colors like Blue Concrete (Azul), Black (Graphite) and Decor (Moda Bleu).

Get started on your artistic home design journey with  
https://www.nitco.in/made-in-italy-tiles.

Signing off with good wishes and many ideas for you to explore!

Cheers, 
Team NITCO

Inspired by Nature:
The Made in Italy
Collection
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